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HOT SPOTS!

There are certain companies that have truly 
changed the landscape of business over the years; 
Microsoft, Best Buy, Wal-Mart, and Amazon.com, just 
to name a few.  Venture Capitalists have been on 
the forefront of mainstream America's investing 
habits ever since the dot-com craze of the 90's 
propelled the term "VC" into our culture's 
Vernacular.  The "Moneymen" have been driving the 
digital economy for the past decade, but now it's all 
changing because of one modest, brilliant, and 
frugal company... Google
GOOGLE has made such an impact on the economy 
that now companies are being formed with one 
goal in mind:  create a service, product, or 
application that will be worthy of Google's 
attention and sell it to them for millions.  Entire 
fortunes are being wagered on the hopes of selling 
one miniscule service to the new internet giant.
In this time of telecom mergers and software 
monopolies, Google is disassociating itself with the 
problems that come along with those industries, 
and is focusing on the applications and necessities 
for every-day, modern life.  It looks like Google has 
found gold it this philosophy, and everyone knows 
it.

Congratulations:
This is our chance to shine! 

We would like to give our thanks and 
applause to all the hardworking people 
who played a vital roll in the following 
accomplishments:
DAVID SELDIN is the latest addition to 
the Verizon Information Services Team.  
David joins Verizon with several years of 
sales experience with Dex Media.  David 
was hired for their January 2nd training 
class and is doing very well.  
Congratulations, David!
JAMES CHAMBERS-WELCH recently 
joined the sales team at Hygeia.  
Congratulations to David, Barb, Virgil, 
James and everyone else involved who 
contributed to the successful and very 
satisfying conclusion to this project.
GENEVA MALDONADO recently joined 
the RSI team at our San Ramon 
Headquarters.  Geneva came to us from 
Nordstrom's where she was a Customer 
Relationship Manager.  Welcome to the 
team!

OUR NEW PARTNERS!
   Gulf Chemical Metallurgical Corp
   
   East West Partners

   NCR Corporation

   Toyota Financial Services

   Fastline Publications

   White Heat LTD

Impressions 
It's all about your Attitude!

There is an old saying: "Your attitude 
determines your altitude", and it 
couldn't be more appropriate.
People are drawn to confidence whether 
at work, play, or personal relationships, 
confidence breeds success for yourself 
and those around you.  If you bring a 
"can do" attitude to an interview, sales 
call, or meeting, people will be more 
likely to listen to your ideas than they 
would be if you had a defeatist attitude.   
Remember, it's easier to talk someone 
into something than it is to talk them 
out of it.

Tips for Success:  
Three Things to Remember when 
going to an Interviewing

1)  Dress to Impress:  
When going on an interview it is absolutely 
critical that you dress for success!  No matter 
what the environment, it is imperative that you 
wear a suit, tie, and polished dress shoes.  It 
shows the interviewer that you are serious 
about the position, and that you care enough 
to put your best foot forward.  Unless they tell 
you specifically NOT to wear a suit, wear it! 
Ladies, it's the same policy for you as well, but 
you can leave the tie in the closet!

2)  Bring Everything You Need:   
Treat your interview as if it were a sales call.  
Whether you are in sales or not, an interview is 
a sales meeting.  You are there for one reason: 
to sell your qualifications and your skills as 
they pertain to the position.  If you are making 
reference to projects or other items you have 
worked on, you should have the 
documentation to back up your claims.

3)  Hygiene:    
Along with your best clothes and your 
documentation, you will also need to be aware 
of other aspects of your personal appearance.  
Be sure to be clean and smell good.  Make sure 
your fingernails are clipped and clean.  If you 
smoke, don't do it 30 minutes before your 
interview, and make sure that your clothes 
don't smell of smoke. 
Ladies, you can wear perfume, but don't go 
overboard with the scent.  The number one 
sense tied to memory is smell, and if you smell 
bad for your interview, they will remember 
that when they think of you again.  And that's 
not good.

HOT SPOTS! 
 There are certain companies that have truly changed
the landscape of business over the years, Microsoft,  
Best Buy, Wal-Mart, Amazon.com, and of course, GOOGLE.


